Greta Devol (She/Her) to Everyone 10:20 AM

who do we reach out to for questions on these formstacks? is it ogc.postaward? how long should we expect a response to take?

Allison Reeds to Everyone 10:20 AM

Can you show us where to find the forms on the website? I found some but not all.....

Michaela Montour to Everyone 10:23 AM

I was told late last year that because my RPPR required a large # of new speed types each year I was supposed to route the RPPR through InfoEd, not submit through the Formstack. Is this correct? If so, will someone please update the information to indicate this is the case?

Garrett Steed to Everyone 10:25 AM

Hi Michaela, RPPR should use the formstack process.

Greta Devol (She/Her) to Everyone 10:27 AM

those got answered

Gabrielle Cook to Everyone 10:27 AM

What is the best way to request a child speedtype?

Greta Devol (She/Her) to Everyone 10:29 AM

thank you!

Allison Reeds to Everyone 10:29 AM

that would be great. Thanks!

Gabrielle Cook to Everyone 10:30 AM

Thank you

Ashley Kayser to Everyone 10:31 AM

So when are we are communicating with ogc.contracts to execute a sub award/amendment, do we then switch over to ogc.awardintake once we have the FE version to send?

Michaela Montour to Everyone 10:31 AM

Got it - thank you Ginger

Ashley Kayser to Everyone 10:32 AM

Thanks

Shelly Fortner to Everyone 10:50 AM

Do you only need for the PI to be cc’d on a NCE request or is their concurrence also required?

Ginger Acierno to Everyone 10:51 AM

Only CC if they are not the ones sending it. If they have sent the request to you and you can forward that would also be a great way for us to make sure PI is aware of what is being requested

Shelly Fortner 10:51 AM
Great. Thank you!

Alison Pearks to Everyone 10:55 AM

is the transfer memo needed for non-NIH transfers?